
Life Path

When you are conceived…while your physical body is being formed 

with these three keys…your mesoderm, endoderm and ectoderm…your 

spirit soul is also being formed.  We can call this your coding.

You came from the ancestral community with one guardian ancestor 

spirit to hold a position as your guide and protector as well as a very 

important messenger.  We call this your guardian ancestor. (this is a 

person in your bloodline that was deceased prior to your conception).  

This reading will determine who that is.  You will know the position of 

the guardian ancestor. Whether it be your Mother’s Mother’s Father or 

your Father’s Father’s Mother’s Mother or?  We will teach you how to 

work with, connect with and honor your guardian ancestor spirit guide.

The second key is your special energy matrix.  This is the character of 

you…how you think, move, respond and navigate daily life in a natural 



way.  We call this your Nature spirit.  Spanning thousands of years…

people have honored earth-based energy matrixs.  Different cultures 

labeled these portals with different names.

Whether it be the energy of the sacred salt waters, we call Yemonja/

Olokun or the sweet waters of Osun, or the quiet woods of Obatala or 

the winds of Oya…these being only a handful of what we have available 

to tap into…We will determine through divination which energy is your 

specific pathway.

And then the portal of the Odu energy of the pathway of wisdom you 

hold as your filter of seeing life through.  At the time of your conception 

you chose one of these 256 sacred portals of wisdom to use as your 

operating system.  This reading determines the exact one and after you 

read the writeup…we will be going into a conversation about how you 

can tap in and fully benefit living your life in harmony with it.



We will provide you with pathways of wisdom that will be focusing on 6 

areas of your life as well.  They are Destiny, Health, Success, 

Relationships, Family and Victory.  

This reading is a LIFE PATH READING…and is your destiny map for 

building your life’s true legacy.  This is your base core root keys to your 

coding and will never change.  The quality of your life will be epic when 

you align with this information.

We will need to have your full name at birth, your birthdate and your 

mother’s maiden name.

We will go to the Oracle in our private sanctuary and perform this 

divination for you.  Upon our findings we will then provide you with a 

full written description with each area detailed.  After 2 days of your 

review…we will then connect on a call…with a recommendation of it 

being face-t- face.  During this call we will be answering your questions 



as well as providing you with more directions on how to maximize your 

connection with your personal life path reading.   $200


